Summary
PETRA control system experience after March '79 is reported.
We discuss system structure influence on reliability t flexibility , maintainability , and the development of correlated functions , task allocation , and intertask communication. It displays 10 days of the October '80 run in the 2 * 18 GeV region.
Man Machine Interface
Since displays and standardized interaction tools are presenting the process to the operator in a uniform way, efforts have to be made to provide the operator with a "feel" of the process and confidence in the control system: -live displays, trend displays -redundant information -information displayed without interaction which can be surveyed at a glance.
With computer generated TV pictures, color is used as a third dimension:the color of displayed items conveys status information to the experienced viewer, while the novice can still interpret what he sees at first glance. 
Energy Saving Concepts
In three ways, the control system helps to minimize power cost per physics event:
1. injector accelerator duty cycle reduction This requires automated control cycles and good reproducibility in order to minimize turn on times 2. accelerator turn off during power peak rate period, again is a function of turn on time
3. beam quality improvement to enhance the luminosity/power ratio.
As an example, conversion of beam line controls will be paid for by the power saved during a single year.
Future Plans
Future plans include:
Integration of the control of all accelerators , beamlines , and supporting services into a unified system with only one central control room to minimize operator manpower.Currently, the synchroton is being converted to the PETRA control standard .
Addition of front-end microcomputers for routine control tasks and increased TV-picture generation.
[HOC81]
Installation of a fast packet switching network between all control room computers to permit common operation of all systems from one console during production runs.
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